Atlas selector wiring diagram

A DCC system manufacturer may choose to house any two or three of the above entities in a
single box. You will still need the layout book for information on constructing the layout, track
laying, etc. Unless you choose to have switch machines operated by your DCC system, you can
wire switch machines the same as you would for a DC layout. Although these layouts will
operate properly when built as shown in the diagrams, there are a number of optional features
that can be added to make layout operation more convenient. All layouts in the Atlas books use
common rail wiring, where all gaps are placed in just one rail. Not all DCC circuit breakers are
capable of operating on a common rail layout. Make sure that you purchase a DCC circuit
breaker that is compatible with common rail wiring. N Scale Layout Books: Click on the book
title and then the resulting layout e. Book 7 - Nine N Scale Railroads. HO Mainline Yard. All
Rights Reserved. With Atlas". Hence, you can run a number of locomotives independently with
different speeds and directions on the same track. Although you probably will still need some
blocks called power districts in DCC to isolate sections of your layout from shorts, there are
likely to be many fewer DCC power districts than there were DC blocks. Hence, you will have
many fewer block switches and much less block wiring to install. If you have reversing sections,
you will find that there is only about half as much wiring with DCC as there is with DC. You can
program DCC-equipped locomotives so that they operate as a single consist. Also you can
adjust the characteristics of the locomotives in the consist so that they all operate at the same
speed. If you wish, you can operate turnouts from your DCC system. If you purchase an
automatic reverse loop control unit, you can completely automate a train traversing a reversing
section. A DCC system has three major parts. Throttle user inputs his commands at the throttle
Command Station converts user input to proper DCC format Booster converts Command
Station output to a power level sufficient to run trains A DCC system manufacturer may choose
to house any two or three of the above entities in a single box. If you have wired your layout as
shown in these diagrams, make sure that the circuit breaker you buy can be adjusted to work
with common rail wiring DCC Controlled track switches. You must purchase enough stationary
decoders e. Applying AC power to a DC motor will cause the motor to overheat, and eventually
the motor will be destroyed. A track diagram that includes all track sections and all electrical
connections to this track. The track connections are all marked, with each connection to the
gapped rail labeled with a number. The two wires from the AC or DC power supply used to
operate the switch machines must be connected to the two screw terminals on the left or right
side of each row of Atlas 56 Switch Control Boxes. The DCC wiring diagrams on this webpage
all show the two terminals on the side of 56 control boxes connected to the two wires that run
between the DCC system and the DCC system power supply. This wiring scheme works well if
your DCC system power supply has a minimum output of at least two amps; however, if your
power supply provides less than two amps, Atlas recommends that you power the switches
with a volt AC transformer that has a MINIMUM output of 2 to 3 amps. Connect the VAC output
of the transformer to the two screw terminals on the left or right side of each row of Atlas 56
Switch Control Boxes. By combining several blocks, you will reduce the number of circuit
breakers needed. Layout Page for Book 7 Max. Layout Page for Book 9 Max. Layout Page for
Book 11 Max. Layout Page for Book 13 Max. Layout Page for Book 14 Max. Store Locator.
Online Store. Check out our. Login or Register. Latest Headlines. Popular Topics. Model
Railroading Tools. Model Railroader. Model Railroader Video Plus. Latest User Videos. New
Products. In Our Store. Current Issue. Order Ascending Order Descending. Member since April ,
posts. How do you wire a atlas selector? I lost my instructions by cutting up the box. Reply Edit.
Posted by dknelson on Monday, July 29, AM. At one time Atlas sold a very good wiring book
specifically tailored to their products There is also an explanation in the Kalmbach wiring book
by Andy Sperandeo and the prior one by Westcott -- your local library might have these. Nope
already checked the library and borders books. I've been looking for it. The easiest way is to
connect it to an Atlas controller and run wires from the output of the selector switches at the
top edge to the blocks on your layout. Without a controller, you have to run a wire from your
power pack to the A and B inputs of the selector on the left side. The other wire from your
power pack will have to be connected to the common rail. If its supposed to go backwards when
you put the switch down then I'm doing something wrong. I made it go foraward and stop but
can't make it go backward. Thanks Colin. Colin, Sorry, you have the wrong type of Atlas
component. I think you need an Atlas Twin. The Atlas selector selects which cab is connected
to a block in your layout. The screws along the top go to the four blocks on your layout. The
screws at the right are used to attach more selectors for the next four blocks and so on. The
Atlas twin is a pair of reversing switches that can be used to wire reversing sections on the
layout. Atlas has a website. I recommend you contact Atlas. I am sure they will be able to help
you. Good Luck - Ed. I know I have a selector and I also know it can make a train go forward,
reverse and stop. I just don't know how to wire it. I have two wires from the power pack going to

the ports on the left hand side and the other going to the far side of the track. The wires out of
the top of the selector I have going to the close side of the track. I saw one at a train show that
when you pushed it back the train would go in reverse. Users Online There are no community
member online. Search the Community. Model Railroader Newsletter See all. Sign up for our
FREE e-newsletter and get model railroad news in your inbox! Sign up. Model Railroader
Newsletter Sign up! Follow us: Facebook. More great sites from Kalmbach Media :. Anonymous
Member since April , posts. Posted by dknelson on Monday, July 29, AM At one time Atlas sold
a very good wiring book specifically tailored to their products There is also an explanation in
the Kalmbach wiring book by Andy Sperandeo and the prior one by Westcott -- your local library
might have these Reply. Posted by Anonymous on Monday, July 29, PM The easiest way is to
connect it to an Atlas controller and run wires from the output of the selector switches at the
top edge to the blocks on your layout. Posted by Anonymous on Monday, July 29, PM If its
supposed to go backwards when you put the switch down then I'm doing something wrong.
Thanks Colin Reply Edit. Good Luck - Ed Reply Edit. Page one page two page three page four
page five page six page seven. Bachmann n gauge ez track layout with only an atlas level 1 n
gauge layout guide. Atlas selector wiring diagram. Atlas ho n signal system installation
diagrams. My switches are fine but the two bachmann power packs may be my complication.
Atlas ho n signal system wiring diagram. Includes over diagrams complemented by a complete
glossary. The atlas selector and controller are meant for 2 rail trains but using the common rail
method of wiring blocks. Here is how i installed our fifth and final block on our dc layout. They
come with good instructions on how to use. I just wanted you to know that in the end i decided
to wire the reverse loop according to the wiring plans on the back of the wiring diagram whcih
the atlas controller comes in which means that i have to combine the atlas controller with an
atlas selector. I used the atlas wiring book for reference. The electrical lay out is giving me a
problem and i need some help. Mine is from and i have not seen what they offer now. For all
skill levels. Atlas electrical wiring system is made easy through step by step instructions on
how to install and use our quality components on any layout. Skip to please excuse the
unfocused parts and a few blips in the rendering. At one time atlas published a good wiring
book tailored of course to their products and it includes schematics for both. How to wire Atlas
remote switch machines and Atlas switch. Atlas-Nscale Monster Trains. Atlas controller and
selector - Model Railroader Magazine. Model train magazines uk. Z scale Atlas - Zscale Monster
Trains. Article 4 - Powering Your Layout. Atlas switching machines - Model Railroader
Magazine. Atlas Selector Wiring Diagram. How to wire a layout for two-train operation. Dual
Voltage Transformer Wiring Diagram. Matt's Modelrailroading Page. Need some one who
actually knows something about wiring. Wiring Atlas switch machines? Posting Komentar.
Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel
1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Atlas
Selector Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified welcome pictorial representation of
an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the
capability and signal contacts amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives suggestion
very nearly the relative slant and deal of devices and terminals on the devices, to put up to in
building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would performance more detail of the swine
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to bring out
interconnections more than beast appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to make positive that all the friends have been made and that whatever is present.
Architectural wiring diagrams piece of legislation the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and enduring electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use satisfactory symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternating from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
lonesome accomplishment where something is to be installed, but with what type of device is
monster installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling fresh has a every second symbol, and a surface fluorescent well-ventilated has
complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a every other parable and as a result complete
the various outlets. There are symbols that decree the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to espouse membership of the quarters to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will after that count up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special services such as ember alarm or closed circuit television or additional
special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that

may not be particularly necessary for the website to func
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tion and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded
contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to
running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

